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In this note we provide examples that show that a common notion of causality
for linear operators on Banach spaces does not carry over to the closure of the
respective operators. We provide an alternative definition for causality, which
is equivalent to the usual definition for closed linear operators but does carry
over to the closure.
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0 Introduction
In physical processes there is a natural direction of time. This direction may be character-
ized by causality. When describing physical processes by means of mathematical models
one thus needs a definition of this concept in mathematical terms. There are plenty of
such in the literature, see e.g. [8] and the references therein, see also [5] for causality con-
cepts in the computer sciences and [2] for a discrete-time analogue of causality. We start
out with the definition of causality given in [8], which can be understood as a (common)
generalization of the concepts in [1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 9, 14] and, in a Banach space setting, [4].
We note here that in particular situations, there are several characterizations or sufficient
criteria of causal (and time-translation-invariant) linear operators at hand, see e.g. [2, 6, 7,
10]. In [2, 9] and [6, pp 49] the structure of time-translation invariant operators is exploited
with the help of the z-transform (for a discrete-time setting) and the Laplace transform
(for a continuous-time setting).
1
1 The reflexive case
In [2, Example 6] it has already been observed that the concepts of causality mentioned
have the drawback that for (possibly unbounded) closable operators the operator itself may
be causal, whereas its closure is not. In [2, Example 6] an example in a discrete-time setting
is given, see also Example 1.4 below for an example in continuous-time. We will present
a possible definition of (norm-)strong causality relying on a certain continuity property,
which, for closed operators on reflexive Banach spaces, coincides with the usual notion of
causality (Theorem 1.8), and which is stable under closure procedures (Lemma 1.10). We
shall note here that the latter issue was also adressed in [2, Section 6]. However, in [2]
the authors focus on the time-translation invariant case, which we will not assume in our
considerations, see in particular [2, Section 7] for the continuous-time case. In Section 2, we
give a possible generalization to the non-reflexive setting (Theorem 2.3). However, we have
to restrict ourselves to the densely defined, continuous operator case. Moreover, we shall
note here that the characterization for a linear, densely definedM is rather technical, which
may result in limited applicability. Therefore, the result should be read in the way that it
is possible to define causality in terms of continuity of a certain mapping independently of
the chosen core for M .
We also mention that in [13, Section 3] we have used the notion of (norm-)strong causality
in the analysis of solution operators of certain integro-differential-algebraic evolutionary
problems of mathematical physics in the reflexive Banach space setting.
1 The reflexive case
We introduce the concept of a resolution space.
Definition ([8]). Let X be a Banach space, pPtqtPR in LpXq a resolution of the identity,
i.e., for all t P R the operator Pt is a projection, rangepPtq Ň rangepPsq if and only if t ő s
and pPtqt converges in the weak operator topology to 0 and 1 if t Ñ ´8 and t Ñ 8,
respectively. The pair pX, pPtqtq is called resolution space.
We remark here that the properties of the resolution are only to model the notion of
causality. In fact, in the definition of causality, the only thing needed is that Pt are
continuous projections for all t P R. Moreover, we also do not need to assume that pPtqt
is directed in the above sense. We comment on this issue below. A particular instance of
the resolution space is the following.
Example 1.1. (a) Let X :“ L2pRq and let Pt be given by multiplication with the cut-off
function χRăt , t P R, i.e., Ptfpxq “ χRătpxqfpxq for a.e. x P R and f P L
2pRq. Then
pX, pPtqtq is a resolution space, we call pX, pPtqtq standard resolution (s.r.)
(b) Let X :“ ℓ2pNq and let Pt be given by pPtpxnqnqk :“ xk if k ŕ t and pPtpxnqnqk :“ 0 if
k ă t, for all pxnqn P ℓ
2pNq, k P N, t P R. In this way it is possible to treat the discrete-time
case.
2
Let us recall the concept of causality.
Definition (Causality, [8]). Let pX, pPtqtq be a resolution space, M : DpMq Ň X Ñ X.
We say that M is causal (with respect to pPtqt) if for all a P R and f, g P DpMq with
Papf ´ gq “ 0 we have PapMpfq ´Mpgqq “ 0.
Remark 1.2. (a) If M is linear, then M is causal if and only if Paf “ 0 implies PaMf “ 0
for all a P R.
(b) Under certain constraints on the domain of M , we can reformulate causality as follows.
This characterizing property is given as a definition of causality in several works, see
e.g. [7, 14, 9]. Assume that ParDpMqs Ň DpMq for all a P R. Then M is causal if and only
if for all a P R we have PaM “ PaMPa. Indeed, if M is causal, let f P DpMq, a P R and
define g :“ Paf P DpMq. Then, obviously, Papf ´ gq “ 0. By causality we deduce that
PaMpPafq “ PaMpgq “ PaMpfq.
For the converse, let f, g P DpMq, a P R with Papf ´ gq “ 0. Then we get that
Pa pMpfq ´Mpgqq “ Pa pMpPafq ´MpPagqq “ 0.
(c) Assume thatM is uniformly continuous and that for all a P R, we have DpMPaqXDpMq
is dense in DpMq, where M denotes the (well-defined, uniformly) continuous extension of
M . Then PaMPa “ PaM on DpMPaq X DpMq for all a P R implies causality for M .
Indeed, it suffices to observe that both PaMPa and PaM are uniformly continuous.
Example 1.3. For h P R we define τh : CcpRq Ň L
2pRq Ñ L2pRq, f ÞÑ fp¨ ` hq. Then it is
easy to see that τh is causal with respect to the s.r. if and only if h ő 0.
IfM is assumed to be closable, the definition of causality does not carry over to the closure
of M . The following example illustrates this fact.
Example 1.4. Consider the s.r. pL2pRq, pPtqtq. Let H :“ lintx ÞÑ x
ne´
x
2
2 ;n P N0u be the
linear span of all Hermite functions. Now, H is dense in L2pRq, see e.g. [15]. Moreover,
for any two elements γ1, γ2 P H the equality Paγ1 “ Paγ2 for some a P R implies γ1 “ γ2.
In consequence, every mapping M : H Ň L2pRq Ñ L2pRq is causal with respect to the s.r.
In particular, the shift τh as introduced in Example 1.3 defined on H is closable and it is
causal even for h ą 0.
As we have seen above the notion of causality is a certain compatibility notion for projec-
tions given by a resolution of identity. In order to streamline the proofs, we introduce the
concept of compatibility at first.
Definition. Let X be a Banach space, P P LpXq, M : DpMq Ň X Ñ X. We call M
P -compatible if for all f, g P DpMq we have PMpfq “ PMpgq provided that Pf “ Pg.
3
1 The reflexive case
Remark 1.5. Observe that if pX, pPtqtq is a resolution space andM : DpMq Ň X Ñ X then
M is causal w.r.t. pPtqt if and only if M is Pt-compatible for all t P R.
Now, we provide the following notion of strong causality, which, for closure procedures, is
more adequate.
Definition. Let X be a Banach space, M : DpMq Ň X Ñ X.
(a) Let P P LpXq. We say thatM is norm-strongly P -compatible (n-strongly P -compatible
for short) if for all R ą 0, x1 P X 1 the mapping
pBMp0, Rq, |P p¨ ´ ¨q|q Ñ pX, |xP p¨ ´ ¨q, x
1y|q
f ÞÑ Mf
is uniformly continuous, where BMp0, Rq :“ tf P DpMq; |f |` |Mf | ă Ru.
(b) Let pPtqt in LpXq be a resolution of the identity. ThenM is called norm-strongly causal
(n-strongly causal), if M is n-strongly Pt-compatible for all t P R.
Remark 1.6. Note that ifM is n-strongly P -compatible then it is P -compatible. Indeed, let
f, g P DpMq, with P pf ´ gq “ 0 and R :“ max t|f |` |Mf |, |g|` |Mg|u ` 1. By definition,
for all x1 P X 1 and ε ą 0 there exists δ ą 0 such that for all f1, f2 P BMp0, Rq with
|P pf1 ´ f2q| ă δ we have |xP pMf1´Mf2q, x
1y| ă ε. Thus, |xP pMf ´Mgq, x1y| ă ε for all
x1 P X 1 and ε ą 0 implying
P pMf ´Mgq “ 0.
In this section, we aim to show the following result:
Theorem 1.7. Let pX, pPtqtq be a resolution space, with X reflexive. Let M : DpMq Ň
X Ñ X linear and closable. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) M is causal;
(ii) M is n-strongly causal.
Regarding Remark 1.5 it suffices to establish the following:
Theorem 1.8. Let X be a reflexive Banach space, P P LpXq. Let M : DpMq Ň X Ñ X
linear and closable. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) M is P -compatible;
(ii) M is n-strongly P -compatible.
For the proof of the latter theorem, we need some prerequisits.
Lemma 1.9. Let X be a reflexive Banach space, P P LpXq. Let M : DpMq Ň X Ñ X be
weakly closed, i.e., for all pφnqn in DpMq we have
pφnqn, pMφnqn weakly convergentñ φ :“ w- lim
nÑ8
φn P DpMq,Mφ “ w- lim
nÑ8
Mφn.
Then the following assertions are equivalent:
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(i) M is P -compatible;
(ii) M is n-strongly P -compatible.
Proof. In Remark 1.6, we have seen that (ii) implies (i). For the sufficiency of (i) for (ii),
we show that M is not P -compatible provided thatM is not n-strongly P -compatible. For
this, let R ą 0, x1 P X 1 and ε ą 0 such that for all n P N there are fn, gn P BMp0, Rq with
|P pfn ´ gnq| ă
1
n
and |xP pMfn ´Mgnq, x
1y| ŕ ε.
By boundedness of pfnqn, pgnqn, pMfnqn and pMgnqn and reflexivity of X, there exists a
subsequence pnkqk of pnqn such that pfnkqk, pgnkqk, pMfnkqk and pMgnkqk weakly converge.
Denote the respective limits by f, g, hf , hg. With the help of the weak closedness of M we
deduce that f, g P DpMq and hf “Mf and hg “Mg. By (weak) continuity of P we get
|P pf ´ gq| ő lim inf
kÑ8
|P pfnk ´ gnkq| “ 0.
Now, from
|xP pMf ´Mgq, x1y| “ lim
kÑ8
|xP pMfnk ´Mgnkq, x
1y| ŕ ε
we read off that M is not P -compatible.
Lemma 1.10. Let pX, pPtqtq be a resolution space, M : DpMq Ň X Ñ X closable. Then
the following statements are equivalent.
(i) M is n-strongly P -compatible;
(ii) M is n-strongly P -compatible.
Proof. Let R ą 0. Then BMp0, Rq is dense in BMp0, Rq with respect to |P p¨ ´ ¨q|. Indeed,
for ε ą 0, f P BMp0, Rq there exists g P BM p0, Rq such that
|f ´ g|` |Mf ´Mg| ă ε.
In particular, we have |P pf ´ gq| ő ‖P‖ ε. Assuming the validity of (i), we see that
pBMp0, Rq, |P p¨ ´ ¨q|q Ñ pX, |xP p¨ ´ ¨q, x
1y|q, f ÞÑMf
is uniformly continuous on a dense subset for all x1 P X 1. This implies (ii). The converse
is trivial.
Proof of Theorem 1.8. The assertion follows from the Lemmas 1.9 and 1.10 together with
the fact that for linear operators the weak closure coincides with the strong closure. Indeed,
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2 The non-reflexive case
we have
M n-strongly P -compatible ôM “M
w
n-strongly P -compatible
ôM
w
“M P -compatible.
2 The non-reflexive case
The idea to treat the non-reflexive case is to use dual pairs. We have the draw-back to
only be able to treat the continuous operator case. Therefore, we allow the operator M
to have predomain and target spaces differing from one another. As a consequence, the
notion presented becomes a bit more technical. At the end of this section, we shall sketch
the connections between the notions presented. We start out with a definition.
Definition. Let X, Y be Banach spaces, P P LpXq, Q P LpY q. Let X1, Y1 be vector spaces
and such that xX,X1y and xY, Y1y become separating dual pairs. LetM : DpMq Ň X Ñ Y .
(a) M is called P -Q-compatible, if for all f, g P DpMq the equality QpMpfq ´Mpgqq “ 0
is necessary for Pf “ Pg.
(b) M is called σpX,X1q-σpY, Y1q-strongly P -Q-compatible, if for all y1 P Y1 the mapping
pBMp0, Rq, τP q Ñ pY, |xQp¨ ´ ¨q, y1|q
f ÞÑ Mf,
is uniformly continuous, where τP is the relative topology on BMp0, Rq induced by the
mapping X Q x ÞÑ Px P pX, σpX,X1qq. Note that the latter topology is a linear topology,
which in particular implies that it yields a uniform space given by the neighbourhoods of
zero.
Remark 2.1. (a) If pX, pPtqtq and pY, pQtqtq are resolution spaces, then, in the above situ-
ation, we define what it means for a mapping to be causal with respect to pQtqt-pPtqt in a
canonical way, i.e., M is causal (σpX,X1q-σpY, Y1q-strongly causal) if for all t P R we have
that M is Pt-Qt-compatible (σpX,X1q-σpY, Y1q-strongly Pt-Qt-compatible).
(b) In the previous section, for sake of presentation, we used P “ Q and X “ Y , but
note that the results still hold, if one replaces the target space by another resolution space
pY, pQtqtq, with Y reflexive, and define the corresponding notion of n-strong P -Q-causality.
Remark 2.2. (a) Again, we verify that P -Q-compatibility is necessary for σpX,X1q-σpY, Y1q-
strongly P -Q-compatibility. For this, let f, g P DpMq with P pf ´ gq “ 0 and R :“
maxt|f |` |Mf |, |g|` |Mg|u` 1. By definition, for all y1 P Y1 and ε ą 0 there exists a zero
neighbourhood U in τP such that if f1 ´ f2 P U we have |xQpMf1 ´Mf2q, x1y| ă ε. Thus,
|xQpMf ´Mgq, y1y| ă ε for all y1 P Y1 and ε ą 0, which implies xQpMf ´Mgq, y1y “ 0
for all y1 P Y1. Since xY, Y1y is separating, we deduce that QpMf ´Mgq “ 0.
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(b) Recall from Remark 1.2 (a) that, ifM is linear, thenM is P -Q-compatible if and only if
Pf “ 0 implies QMf “ 0 for all f P DpMq, which in turn is equivalent toNpP q Ň NpQMq,
i.e., the nullspace of P is contained in the one of QM .
In this section we shall prove the following result:
Theorem 2.3. Let X, Y be Banach spaces, P P LpXq, Q P LpY q with P 2 “ P . Let
M : DpMq Ň X Ñ Y be densely defined, linear and continuous. Then the following state-
ments are equivalent:
(i) M is P -Q-compatible;
(ii) M is σpX,X 1q-σpY, Y 1q-strongly P -Q-compatible.
In order to proceed similarly as in the previous section, we will need a little more on
functional analysis, we refer to [11, 12] as general references. At first, we state the following
variant of Lemma 1.9.
Lemma 2.4. Let X, Y be Banach spaces, P P LpXq, Q P LpY q. Let M : DpMq Ň X 1 Ñ Y 1
be σpX 1, Xq-σpY 1, Y q closed. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) M is P 1-Q1-compatible;
(ii) M is σpX 1, Xq-σpY 1, Y q-strongly P 1-Q1-compatible.
Proof. In Remark 2.2, we have seen that (ii) implies (i). Now, assume that (ii) is not
true. Then there exists R ą 0, y P Y , ε ą 0 and a net of a zero neighbourhoods pUαqαPI
in τP 1 with the following properties tUα;α P Iu consitutes a zero neighbourhood basis,Ş
α Uα “ NpP
1q, pUαqαPI is decreasing with respect to the direction of I
1 and such that for
any α P I there exists fα, gα P BMp0, Rq with the property that
fα ´ gα P Uα and |xQ
1pMfα ´Mgαq, yy| ŕ ε.
By the boundedness of pfαqα, pgαqα, pMfαqα and pMgαqα there exists a σpX
1 ˆ X 1 ˆ
Y 1 ˆ Y 1, X ˆ X ˆ Y ˆ Y q-accumulation point pf, g, hf , hgq. The closedness of M implies
f, g P DpMq and Mf “ hf and Mg “ hg. Now, as f ´ g P Uα for α belonging to an
infinite directed subset of I, we deduce from
Ş
α Uα “ NpP
1q that f ´ g P NpP 1q. From
|xQ1pMfα ´Mgαq, yy| ŕ ε for all α it follows that Q
1pMf ´Mgq ‰ 0, which implies that
M is not P 1-Q1-compatible.
1A possible construction is to take I :“ tF Ň X ;F finiteu with “Ň” as partial order. For F P I let
UF :“ tx
1 P X 1; max
xPF
|xP 1x1, xy| ő 1u.
Then
Ş
FPI UF Ŋ NpP
1q. On the other hand, if x1 P X 1zNpP 1q then there exists x P X such that
xx, P 1x1y “ 2 and, hence, x1 R Utxu.
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2 The non-reflexive case
Before we come to the proof of Theorem 2.3, we recall some general Banach space theory,
which might be interesting on its own right. For convenience, we state the results with the
respective proofs.
Lemma 2.5. Let X, Y be Banach spaces, P P LpX, Y q. Then NpP 2q is σpX2, X 1q-closed.
Proof. Let px2αqα be a net in NpP
2q, which converges in the σpX2, X 1q-topology to some
x2 P X2. Then for any α and y1 P Y 1 we have
0 “ xP 2x2α, y
1y “ xx2α, P
1y1y
α
Ñ xx2, P 1y1y “ xP 2x2, y1y.
Thus, P 2x2 “ 0.
Lemma 2.6. Let X, Y be Banach spaces, P P LpX, Y q.
(a) Then we have NpP q
σpX2,X1q
Ň NpP 2q.
(b) If, in addition, X “ Y and P 2 “ P then RpP 1q is σpX 1, Xq-closed and NpP q
σpX2,X1q
“
NpP 2q
Proof. (a) Since P Ň P 2, we have that NpP q Ň NpP 2q. Hence, the assertion follows from
Lemma 2.5.
(b) For the first assertion, observe that with P 2 “ P , we also have pP 1q2 “ P 1. Take a net
py1αqα in Y
1, such that px1αqα :“ pP
1y1αqα converges in σpX
1, Xq to some x1 P X 1. Hence, for
all x P X and α we get that
xx1, xy
α
Ð xP 1xα, xy “ xpP
1q2x1α, xy “ xP
1x1α, Pxy
α
Ñ xx1, Pxy “ xP 1x1, xy.
The latter implies that x1 “ P 1x1 P RpP 1q. In order to prove the second assertion, note that
in view of (a), it suffices to prove thatX2zNpP q
σpX2,X1q
Ň X2zNpP 2q. By the Hahn-Banach
theorem and the fact that pX2, σpX2, X 1qq1 “ X 1, there exists x1 P X 1, which vanishes on
NpP q “ RpP 1q˝ and for which there exists x2 P X2 with the property that xx1, x2y ‰ 0,
where the polar ˝ is computed with respect to the dual pair xX 1, Xy. Therefore x1 P
NpP q˝ “ RpP 1q˝˝ “ RpP 1q
σpX1,Xq
, where the last equality follows from the bipolar theorem.
Now, RpP 1q is σpX 1, Xq-closed, by the first assertion of (b). Hence, x1 P RpP 1q
σpX1,Xq
“
RpP 1q. Thus, 0 ‰ xx1, x2y “ xP 1x1, x2y “ xx1, P 2x2y. Hence, x2 R NpP 2q as desired.
Corollary 2.7. Let X, Y be Banach spaces, P P LpXq, Q P LpX, Y q. Assume that P 2 “ P
and NpP q Ň NpQq. Then NpP 2q Ň NpQ2q.
Proof. With the help of Lemma 2.6 (a) and (b), we deduce that
NpP 2q “ NpP q
σpX2,X1q
Ň NpQq
σpX2,X1q
Ň NpQ2q.
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Now, we come to the proof of Theorem 2.3.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Assume M :“ M to be P -Q-compatible. As M is linear, by Re-
mark 2.2, we have that NpP q Ň NpQMq. Hence, by Corollary 2.7, we conclude that
NpP 2q Ň NppQMq2q “ NpQ2M2q. Therefore, M2 is P 2-Q2-compatible. As M2 is de-
fined on the whole of X2 and is σpX2, X 1q-σpY 2, Y 1q-continuous, we deduce with the help
of Lemma 2.4, that M2 is σpX2, X 1q-σpY 2, Y 1q-strongly P 2-Q2-compatible. Hence, M
is σpX2, X 1q-σpY 2, Y 1q-strongly P 2-Q2-compatible. The assertion follows from the fact
that the restriction of τP 2 (being defined as the initial topology induced by the mapping
X2 Q x2 ÞÑ P 2x2 P pX2, σpX2, X 1qq) to X coincides with τP , the initial topology induced
by X Q x ÞÑ Px “ P 2x P pX, σpX,X 1qq. The other implication has been proved already in
Remark 2.2.
A summary of the results obtained reads as follows:
Theorem 2.8. Let pX, pPtqtq, pY, pQtqtq be resolution spaces, with X, Y reflexive. Let
M : DpMq Ň X Ñ Y be densely defined, linear and continuous. Then the following asser-
tions are equivalent:
(i) M is causal;
(ii) M is n-strongly causal;
(iii) M is σpX,X 1q-σpY, Y 1q-strongly causal.
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